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For everyone 
 

• There is a huge opportunity for growth & learning with the current context. 
• At this time, we especially need to engage in deep listening, understanding of each other & with 

plenty of self-reflection & observation. 
• We need to think through how we can best function & talk about this with each other, because we 

are all unique & need to be attuned to each. 
• Self-reflection is very important right now – what do I want for myself? We need to understand 

ourselves, so we don’t transfer unhappiness. What is my attitude? Honesty is important – be 
authentic about yourself. 

• Don’t always try to fulfil everyone else’s expectation & guidelines. What gives me security? What 
gives me structure? How can I be my best self? 

• Find moments of relaxation & find fresh ways of approaching things; move away from perfection. 
 

For parents & educators 
 

• It is hard to suddenly ‘be creative’. So, take it slowly: where is a little step where we could do 
something more creative? Where I can free something up? Try & experiment with one thing. 

• Be careful to not let people feel a failure. Enrich the group with any talents, findings, research.  
• What is happening at present with remote learning is not home-schooling (HS). HS is a very 

deliberate decision by parents, but the resources & principles of the HS world can help the world 
of emergency-driven remote learning. In HS you don’t learn for tests, you learn for life. HS functions 
on curiosity & researching things. HS tells us you can work anywhere, anyhow. 

• Parents - don’t drill your kids & try to relax. The aim is to discover yourself & find how you learn at 
your best. 

• Strive for co-learning: a deep understanding of how if we learn together, we can reach higher & 
better goals & learning in general. 

 
For the adults 
 

• Lose the hierarchy where old teach young. Get together in curiosity mode & play mode. 
• Observe: how does a learner develop? Understand your child; then understand the learning 

relationship you have with your child; forget about parenting in the process & allow yourself to be 
like a child, with your child.  

• Tips for families to rediscover fun & play: we need to remember we have been a child - unlearn 
being an adult & relearn being a child: observe your child & how they react to their external 
environment: when you feel tense, try a song, a dance; become a child, play together, as an 
example, change the language used within the family, just for fun. 

• Allow your child to ‘switch something in you as parents’ – they could choose your mode of 
operation for a while: change your language, change how you move. Playful responses come when 
you smile. You can rethink things. Change perspectives. Look at the world from another 
perspective – a child’s perspective. 


